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The future of human-robot interation appliations is highly dependent on the apability
to perform safe and eient physial interation using the robot's manipulators with a
human. Even though the optimal use of Human-Robot Interation (HRI) is a hallenging
problem, it an improve the quality and eieny of the task exeution sine humans
and robots are both able to perform ertain tasks in some situations better than the
others.
WorkPartner, TKK's mobile servie robot, has no support for manipulator ontrol sys-
tem for the purpose of safe human-robot physial interation appliation. Additionally,
the existing manipulator ontrol system has no position ontroller to be upgraded for
human-robot physial interation appliations. This thesis addresses those problems by
developing the ompliane ontrol apabilities of the WorkPartner manipulator. First,
the state-of-the-art of physial human robot interation is presented fousing on om-
monly used manipulator ontrol algorithms, suh as stiness ontrol and impedane
ontrol as well as fore/torque sensors, suh as the six-axis fore/torque sensor and mo-
tor urrent sensor. Seond, a manipulator ontrol algorithm is suggested based on ad-
mittane ontrol. This algorithm is implemented on the WorkPartner simulator and on
theWorkPartner manipulator to examine the four seleted manipulator behavior modes
whih are follow movement, hold position, adapt movement and push with fore. The
thesis test results show that seleted admittane based manipulator ontrol algorithm
is apable to provide all the four examined manipulator behavior modes.
The thesis is part of the SpaePartner projet whih is a o-sponsored PhD projet of
the European Spae Ageny (ESA) and the Helsinki University of Tehnology (TKK).
Keywords: Impedane Control, Admittan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Chapter 1
Introdution
The intensiation of the exploration of spae inreases the number and nature
of spae missions suh as lunar and Mars missions. In the future, a ooper-
ation between humans and robots beomes a vital tehnology for the suess
of hallenging spae missions. HRI an improve the quality and eieny of
the tasks as humans and robots perform dierently on dierent tasks. The
report done by (Fong and Nourbakhsh, 2004) shows that humans have bet-
ter performane with ognitive and pereption sensing whereas robots perform
better with reative, preise, and physially demanding funtions. Depending
on the kind of missions, some require relatively aurate performane of og-
nitive, and pereption funtions, while on the other hand, other tasks demand
reative, preise, and physially demanding funtions. Even if the optimal use
of HRI is a hallenging problem, for future spae exploration we need eetive,
eient and natural HRI (Fong and Nourbakhsh, 2004).
Human-robot ooperation an enable exploration of the Moon, Mars, and even
large-sale onstrution in extraterrestrial plaes. HRI development will be
a neessity for these future missions whih has profound advantage, suh as
human rews will be lesser in number, astronauts will therefore need robot
assistane, there will be less osts to send robots rather than astronauts, min-
imizing the risk beause robots are less sensitive to radiation ompared to
humans (Bluk and John, 2005).
1.1 Thesis Goals 2
These days, there has been inreasing amount of researh done for astronaut-
robot ooperation development. Figure 1.1 outlines the vision of ooperation
astronaut-WorkPartner artisti impression of WorkPartner. Similarly, Figure
1.2 shows the test done on ground by NASA to demonstrate the vision of
robonaut-astronaut ooperation. A NASA Ames has also for example tested
on ground ollaborative ontrol, by whih humans and robots ommuniate
with eah other and work as partners. Furthermore, they even plan to build
robots that have similar reasoning mehanisms to human beings (Bluk and
John, 2005) whih ould make ooperation work suitable and safe.
WorkPartner is servie robot that has rih features suh as multi modal-
interfae and hybrid loomotion system whih is suitable for spae applia-
tions. However the WorkPartner manipulator ontrol system system has no
support to use it for astronaut-robot physial interation appliations sine
WorkPartner has only unaessible position ontrol system to be upgraded for
Physial Human Robot Interation (PHRI) appliations. This thesis addresses
those problems by seleting appropriate sensors and ontrol algorithm for safe
and eient PHRI. The thesis approah is to examine the problem of PHRI
through examining four well dened demonstration ases in mind, the ndings
from the demonstration ases an be applied to the problems of WorkPartner
manipulator ontrol for PHRI.
1.1 Thesis Goals
The goal of this thesis is to develop the apability ofWorkPartner, also referred
to as SpaePartner, to perform safe and eient physial interation using its
manipulators with the human. In other words WorkPartner is required to
respond intentionally to a fore applied on the end eetor whih needs to have
ompliane ontrol based on the applied fore on the end eetor. The goals
of this thesis are summarized as follows :
• to analyze the manipulator performane requirement for ooperation pur-
poses.
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Figure 1.1: WorkPartner ooperating with an astronaut, artisti illustration
(Heikkilä, 2008)
Figure 1.2: Robonaut provides hands-on assistane in spae (NASAAmes,
2005)
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• to identify and implement the appropriate sensors and/or ontrollers on
the arm of the WorkPartner.
• to researh the possible ontrol algorithms that ould be used for om-
pliane ontrol.
• to modify the SimPartner (Heiskanen et al., 2008), WorkPartner simu-
lator, to suit the requirement of this thesis.
• to dene and test the hosen algorithm on the modied WorkPartner
simulator and on the real WorkPartner robot.
1.2 Thesis Outline
This thesis is organized in to six hapters as follows:
• Chapter 2 presents a survey of state-of-the-art in robot manipulator on-
trol algorithms and fore/torque sensors for ooperation purposes. In
addition hapter addresses PHRI to manipulate objets, speially on-
trol of robot manipulator for ooperation work.
• Chapter 3 presents the WorkPartner manipulator ontrol design and
modeling. It desribes the diret kinematis and inverse kinematis model
of the WorkPartner. In addition, the hapter presents the ontrol algo-
rithms that are implemented in the SimPartner simulator.
• Chapter 4 presents the astronaut-robot interation demonstration ases
that are examined in the thesis and the hardware implementation of the
algorithm on the WorkPartner. The seleted demonstration ases are
studied in detail. In addition this hapter presents analysis of the results
from the four PHRI demonstration ases, presented in Chapter 3.
• The last hapter, Chapter 5, summarizes and presents onlusions of the
thesis.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
"One of the symptoms of an approahing nervous breakdown is the belief that
one's work is terribly important." Bertrand Russell
Many works related to human-robot assistane are urrently underway or have
been in development (Albu-Shaer et al., 2008), (Dier et al., 2003), (Kosuge
and Kazamura, 1997),(Tsumugiwa et al., 2002). The algorithms and sensors
used in the development of human-robot assistane are reviewed here. Setion
2.1 presents the state-of-the-art of ooperation between human and robots, Se-
tion 2.2 presents an overview and omparison of ommonly used fore sensors
for robot manipulators. Finally, Setion 2.3 presents a omputed-torque on-
trol algorithm as well as ommonly used robot manipulator ontrol algorithms
for the purpose of human-robot ooperation.
2.1 PHRI in objet manipulation
Nowadays, PHRI beomes an important researh area where signiant results
are oming to the spae missions and market suh as Robonaut from the Na-
tional Aeronautis and Spae Administration (NASA), and DLR-LWR-III from
the German Aerospae Center (DLR). However, there are still many interesting
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hallenges yet to be solved. A detailed report about requirement assessment,
identifying the operational domain and other speiation for robot-astronaut
assistants have been done by (Cabrol et al., 1999) and (Heikkilä et al., 2008).
This part of the literature review fouses on state-of-the-art robot manipulator
ontrol to perform tasks in ooperation with humans - whih is one requirement
of HRI in partiular for future Mars or Moon missions.
The ontrol of manipulators for industrial robots has been well researhed and
these robots are required to be preise, fast and as eient as they are now.
Typially, the ontrol of the industrial robots is implemented with position
ontrol sine the environment is well known (De Santis et al., 2008). However
when it omes to the ooperation of humans and robots in unknown environ-
ments, position ontrol will not be enough.
The paper (Albu-Shaer et al., 2008) presents the methods for failitating the
safe interation to robots with humans in unknown environments. That is, it
presents two approahes to have safe HRI whih are rst, torque ontrolled and
seond , variable ompliane atuation whih is mainly in hardware. This pa-
per (Albu-Shaer et al., 2008) also reommends a mehanial design approah
to ahieve the required lightweight robots with the desired performane. Among
the proposed mehanial riteria whih make it easier to "implement ompliant
behavior and a smooth, vibration-free motion" (Albu-Shaer et al., 2008) as
well as most importantly safer interation, are full-state measurements in the
joints and sensor redundany. Based on the mehanial design approah, the
DLR has designed the lightweight robot arm shown in Figure 2.1.
(Albu-Shaer et al., 2008) also illustrate the implementation of the ompliant
ontrol law whih redues the eets of the joint frition and dampens the
vibrations related to the joint ompliane resulting from the torque signal. In
addition, the motor position feedbak produes the desired ompliant behavior.
The ompliant atuation an negatively aet the performane in terms of in-
reased osillations and settling times. However they are useful as a protetion
against unexpeted ontats during PHRI (Siiliano and Villani, 2007).
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Figure 2.1: The mehatroni joint design of the DLR-LWR-III (Albu-Shaer
et al., 2008)
Unlike DLR, (Siiliano and Villani, 2007) suggest vision and fore based ontrol
for physial interation whih ould lead to improved performane, without
neessarily onsidering the mehanial design. The authors also notied that if
the vision sensor is used for ontrolling fore in addition to the ontat sensor,
it will improve the stability margins. Moreover, the resulting system has the
apaity of approahing a rigid surfae with a higher speed and less impat
fore, likewise the paper from (Nelson et al., 1995) arms this onlusion.
One similar work by (Morel et al., 1998) highlights the growing interest of
vision based ontrol. The use of only a vision sensor may not be enough due to
hanging environmental onditions whih shows that sensor fusion is important.
Unfortunately, there has been little work done on ahieving the sensor fusion
of ontat sensors and visual sensors (De Santis et al., 2008).
Robonaut, the humanoid robot designed by NASA (Dier et al., 2003), use vi-
sion as a key omponent for interating with objets, monitoring human motion
and estimating the tool pose. Furthermore robonaut implemented its ontrol
system with the ombination of tele-operation, shared ontrol and autonomy
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whih forms a distributed model. The ontrol system of Robonaut illustrates
the usefulness of Compliane Control for the appliation of PHRI as in the
paper (Albu-Shaer et al., 2008).
The work of (Kosuge and Kazamura, 1997) demonstrates ooperation work
between a human and a robot. The paper illustrates the motion generation from
the applied fore on the end-eetor of a robot manipulator through objet that
is handled by the robot. The motion is proportional to the applied fore from
the human. Furthermore, (Kosuge and Kazamura, 1997) suggested four types
of ontrol algorithms to generate the proportional motion from the applied
fore whih are:
• Fore augmentation
• Position Control type-stiness
• Veloity Control type-damping
• Aeleration Control type-impedane
The authors implemented two of the methods and illustrated how human-robot
ooperation an handle an objet in using impedane and damping ontrol.
2.2 Fore Sensing Tehniques for Manipulator
Control
Fore/torque sensing tehniques are reviewed in this setion to identify suitable
sensor for human-robot interation. To make this interation safe, eient
and able to reah a good level of performane, the neessary sensors have to
be developed and hosen wisely. The sensor information should be able to
reah the expeted performane. This inreases the safety during interation
with humans or in unknown environments. The most ommon fore sensing
tehniques that have been used for ontrolling robot manipulators are reviewed
here.
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2.2.1 Six-Axis Fore/Torque Sensors
The six-axis fore/torque sensors, typial example shown in Figure 2.2, mea-
sures all six omponents of fore and torque whih are three omponents of
fore and three omponents of torque. These sensors are the most omplex of
all the sensors overed in this literature review. The working priniple of these
sensors depends on the strain gauges working priniple whih are omprised of
six silion strain gauges.
Suh sensors an be used to implement ontrol algorithms, suh as ative sti-
ness ontrol, hybrid position/fore ontrol, and impedane ontrol. However,
these type of sensors annot detet ollision between the manipulator and the
environment. Furthermore they are risky to use for spae mission without modi-
ation or without proper thermal ontrol sine high temperature hanges aet
the output signal of the strain gauges. Typially, six-axis fore/torque sensors
are implemented between the manipulator arm and the end-eetor to measure
and feedbak the fores and torques from the manipulated objet (Sum, 2008).
The analysis done by the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory (Okon and DiCi-
o, 2005) shows the following harateristis of the sensors. The auray is
quite good relative to the others and repeatability is satisfatory.
2.2.2 Joint Torque Sensor
Joint Torque Sensor sensors measure the load in joint spae as a joint torque,
unlike the six-axis fore/torque sensors that transform the atual load to Carte-
sian spae diretly. Using the Jaobian equation 2.8 that relates torque and
fore, it is possible to transform the fore (load) data in the end eetor of the
manipulator. There sensing tehnique uses strain gauges with spei ongu-
ration. The report from the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory (Okon and DiCi-
o, 2005) showed that these sensors are less aurate than six-axis fore/torque
sensors. This analysis report also shows that the dominant soures of error are
a disturbane torques as well as false torque measurements. Furthermore, the
repeatability of the sensors is aeted by the weight of the manipulator and
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Figure 2.2: ATI multi-axis fore/torque sensor, (Sum, 2008)
the eetiveness of the sensors are highly dependent on the position of the
manipulator. Unlike six-axis fore/torque sensors, these sensors are able to
detet ollisions of the arm with the environment. In addition these sensors
annot measure the moments at the ontat point and are unable to estimate
the ontat point loation.
Similar to fore/torque sensors, these sensors have a risk for use in spae mis-
sions or environments where there are variations in temperatures due to there
sensing tehnique. The sensing priniple use strain gauges with dierent on-
guration to six axis fore/torque sensors. The variations in temperature will
aet the auray, repeatability and other will ause unexpeted eets on the
strain gauge reading.
2.2.3 Link Strain Gauge Sensors
These sensors, example shown in Figure 2.3, an measure torque after alibra-
tion with the sensor diret output voltage. In theory, the moment or torque is
the ross produt of a vetor from the ontat point to the loation of the sensed
moment as of Equation 2.1. Unfortunately, the ross produt is not invertible,
whih makes the omputation of fore on the end eetor of the manipulator
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Figure 2.3: 2D version of strain gauge, (SOF, 2009)
overdetermined. Nevertheless, the best estimation of fore an be determined
using the least square approah from Equation 2.1 (Okon and DiCio, 2005).
The analysis report by NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory suggests that the a-
uray of these sensors are not good due to likely error both mehanial and in
fore estimation, and has the same repeatability as joint torque sensors. These
sensors an detet ollision but annot measure the moments at the ontat
point (Okon and DiCio, 2005). The equation that relate fore and torque is
given below.
~τ = ~rX ~F (2.1)
where ~τ is sensed torque, ~r is the vetor from the ontat point to the loation
of the sensed torque, and
~F is the fore at the end eetor.
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2.2.4 Motor Current Sensors
The motor urrent sensors onsist of a resistor oupled with the urrent mirror.
Figure 2.4 shows motor urrent sensor in the produt LMD18200 H-bridge. As
the name implies the motor urrent sensors give the urrent measurement so
that the joint torques an be estimated using the motor's orresponding torque
onstant, gear ratio, and gear train eieny. After estimating the torque,
it is possible to alulate the fore omponents using the Jaobian Equation
2.8. The investigation of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (Okon and DiCio,
2005) shows these sensors have good repeatability, have good auray in the
diretion of applied fore, and also they are aurate when the fore is being
atively applied by the arm. However after some load threshold value the motor
urrents beome unorrelated to the applied load whih is a problem unique to
these sensors aording to the same report. These sensors have been used in
spae and it has a well speied ight design requirement (Okon and DiCio,
2005).
2.3 Robot Manipulator Control Algorithms
This setion reviews the ommonly used algorithm for HRI appliation as well
as to ontrol fore/torque. The hosen algorithms are presented mainly to
briey desribe its properties suh as ontrol priniple, ontrol parameters, the
possibly required sensors, blok diagram and ontrol equations.
2.3.1 Computed-Torque Control
The omputed-Torque ontrol is based on the priniple of aneling the ef-
fets of gravity, frition, the manipulator inertia tensor, as well as Coriolis and
entrifugal fores using the feedbak signal.
This ontrol algorithm, also known as a model-based ontrol, was designed on
the assumption that the robot is moving in open spae as well as having a well
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Figure 2.4: LMD18200 -with urrent sensor output in pin8, (Semiondutors,
2005)
known dynami model. The dynami model is omposed of nonlinear funtions
of the state variables (joint positions and veloities) whih haraterizes the
behavior of the robot manipulators. These state variables are usually measured
from the following sensors: enoder, potentiometer and aelerometer.
The robot manipulator model has generally a form as in Equation 2.4 (Nguyen
and Peters, 2008), and (Lewis, 2004). The robot arm dynamis are summarized
in the equation below.
M(q)q¨ + C(q, q˙) + Fv q˙ + Fd(q˙) +G(q) + τd = τ (2.2)
N(q, q˙) = C(q, q˙) + Fv q˙ + Fd(q˙) +G(q) (2.3)
M(q)q¨ +N(q, q˙) + τd = τ (2.4)
where q is the joint variable, q˙ is the joint veloity, q¨ aeleration, M(q) the
inertia matrix of the robot, C(q, q˙) Coriolis and entripetal fores, G(q) gravity
fores, τd the disturbane torque, τ the input torque, Fv(q) the oeient
matrix of visous frition and Fv(q) dynami frition term, and N(q, q˙) is a
vetor of nonlinear feedforward ompensation
A detailed analysis of this ontroller an be found in (Lewis, 2004). The
omputed-torque ontrol algorithms are presented briey here.. The Propor-
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tional Derivative (PD) omputed-torque ontrol law is given as Equation 2.5
with the traking error between the desired position qd and the urrent posi-
tion q(t) dened as in Equation 2.6. However a PD ontroller annot remove
the steady-state error. By inluding the integrator in the feedforward loop
removes the steady-state error. The Proportional Integrator Derivative (PID)
omputed-torque ontroller is shown as in Equation 2.7 as well as shown in
Figure 2.5.
The summary of the ontrol equation is
τ = M(q)(q¨ +Kve˙+Kpe) +N(q, q˙) (2.5)
e(t) = qd(t)− q(t) (2.6)
τ = M(q)(q¨d +Kve˙+Kpe+Kiǫ) +N(q, q˙) (2.7)
where ǫ˙ is equal to e, Kp is the proportional gain, Kv the derivative gain and
Ki the integral gain
Figure 2.5: PID omputed-torque ontroller,(Lewis, 2004)
The main disadvantages of this ontroller are insuient performane due to
inauray in the manipulator model and time required to ompute the model
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(Craig, 2005). However, this ontroller is easy to understand and often works
well in pratie even though it is inonvenient to implement for PHRI, sine
they annot ontrol the manipulator when there is an unexpeted fore at the
end eetor of the manipulator.
2.3.2 Hybrid Position/Fore Control
When there is fore interation at the end eetor of the manipulator the
omputed-torque ontrol algorithm will be unstable, therefore a dierent ap-
proah is needed. The use of hybrid ontrol algorithm is one approah whih
was rst proposed by (Hogan, 1987). It is based on deoupling the position
and fore ontrol problems into subtasks.
Implementation of this algorithm requires the kinemati equation of the manip-
ulator, the data from sensors suh as from position sensors, the wrist mounted
fore sensors as well as the task spae fore derivative, nevertheless the latest
signal is not usually available. If the interated fore is measured in the joint
spae, the manipulator dynamis equation is modied from Equation 2.4 to
Equation 2.8. The detailed analysis of the manipulator dynamis equation an
be found in (Lewis, 2004), (Thomas, 2005).
The modied version of the robot arm dynamis is
τ = M(q)q¨ + C(q, q˙)q˙ + F q˙ +G(q) + JT (q)f (2.8)
where JT (q) is the transpose of task spae Jaobian and f is the fore at the
end-eetor
To summarize ontrol law, the position and the fore ontrol algorithm is given
as Equation 2.9 and Equation 2.10, respetively (Lewis, 2004). Furthermore,
the overall hybrid position/fore ontrol strategy is shown in Figure 2.6. The
feed forward terms in the gure represent the terms in Equation 2.11.
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aT i = x¨Tdi −KTvi ˙˜xT i +KTpix˜T i (2.9)
aNj =
1
Kej
{
f¨Ndj +KNvj
˙˜
fNj +KNpj f˜Nj
}
(2.10)
where
aT i is i
th
linear tangent spae position ontroller
xTdi is i
th
desired position trajetory tangent to the environment surfae
KTvi and KTpi are being the ith positive ontrol gains
x˜T i tangent spae position traking error
aNj is the j
th
linear normal spae fore ontroller
Kej is the j
th
omponent of environmental stiness
f¨Ndj is double derivative of fNdj whih is the j
th
omponent of the desired fore
exerted normal to the environment
KNvj and KNpj are the jth positive ontrol gains
fNj is j
th
omponent of the fore exerted normal to the environment
f˜Nj is equal to the dierene between fNdj and fNj
fNj is j
th
omponent of the fore exerted normal to the environment
Figure 2.6: Hybrid position/fore ontroller, (Lewis, 2004)
In Figure 2.6 terms suh as Js(q) is an n × n Jaobian sensor matrix, and fs
is an n× 1 vetor of sensor fores. The equation below shows the feed forward
term in the shemati of hybrid Position/Fore ontroller.
−M(q)J−1(q)J˙ q˙ + C(q, q˙)q˙ + F (q˙) +G(q) + JT (q)f (2.11)
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Hybrid Position/Fore Control is mainly used for the traking position and
fore trajetories simultaneously. Most of the PHRI projets reviewed rarely
use this algorithm. However (Xiao et al., 2000) demonstrate that the algorithm
an be used in unknown environment by estimating the trajetory of the robot
using a vision sensor.
2.3.3 Stiness Control
(Salisbury, 1980) proposed a stiness ontroller onept based on the linear
spring relationship onept. That is, the robot manipulator an be visualized
as a spring exerting a fore on the environment. This algorithm an be easily
used for fore ontrol appliation (Lewis, 2004). This soure assoiated the
term stiness ontrol with PD ontrol, that is stiness of the manipulator an
be tuned by adjusting Kp as well as damping gain.
f = Kp(xd − xe) (2.12)
where f is the fore exerted on the environment, Kp the desired stiness of the
manipulator, xd the desired position and xe initial position of the manipulator.
The implementation of this algorithm needs to sense the fore. Another soure
(Salisbury, 1980) show that, this sensor an be plae at the atuator, at the
wrist, at the ngers or in the environment whih the manipulator is in ontat
with.
(Lewis, 2004) summarized this ontroller as in Equation 2.13. This ontroller
is a PD-type ontroller where Kv and Kp are NxN diagonal where N stands
for number of joints, onstant, positive-denite matries and the task spae of
end-eetor traking error x˜ is dened as in equation 2.14.
τ = JT (q)(−Kvx˙+Kpx˜) +G(q) + F (q˙) (2.13)
x˜ = xd − x (2.14)
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This ontroller an be used in PHRI as illustrated in the work of (Kosuge and
Kazamura, 1997). The basi limitation of this algorithm is that the desired end
eetor manipulator position and the desired fore exerted on the environment
must be onstant (Lewis, 2004).
2.3.4 Impedane Control Algorithm
The Impedane ontrol algorithm, analogous to Ohm's law, is based on the
onept that the ontroller should be used to regulate the dynami behavior
between the robot manipulator motion and the fore exerted on the environ-
ment. This algorithm onsiders the motion and fore ontrol problem together
unlike hybrid position/fore ontrol (Hogan, 1987).
To implement this algorithm, a environmental impedane model is required and
also seletion of appropriate manipulator impedane as well as measurement
of fore, position and speed of the end-eetor. The manipulator impedane is
seleted to have zero steady-state error for a step input ommand of fore or
veloity based on the duality priniple (Thomas, 2005).
This algorithm does not need to swith from position ontrol mode to fore on-
trol mode unlike hybrid position/fore ontrol. In addition, it permits to dene
priori the way the manipulator interats with the unknown environment (Morel
et al., 1998). However, hybrid ontrol has a good performane to ontrol pre-
isely the position and fore trajetories of the end-eetor (Yoshikawa, 2000).
A summary of the ontrol law is presented here. More detailed analysis an
be found in (Thomas, 2005), (Lewis, 2004). The torque ontrol law equation
is the same as Equation 2.8. The position and fore ontrol law is shown in
Equations 2.15 and 2.16 respetively. The overall ontrol strategy are shown
in Figure 2.7.
The summary of the impedane ontrol equation is
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api = L
−1
{
s(x˙pdi(s)− Z−1pmi(s)fpi(s))
}
(2.15)
afj = L
−1
{
sZ−1fmj(s)(ffdj(s)− ffj(s))
}
(2.16)
where subsript p denotes position ontrol and subsript f denotes fore on-
trol, a represents the impedane position and fore ontrol strategies, Zpmi and
Zfmi is the ith position and fore ontrolled manipulator impedane respe-
tively. L−1 is used to represent the inverse Laplae transform operation, f the
environmental fores.
Figure 2.7: Impedane ontroller, (Lewis, 2004)
One of appliation areas of this algorithm is for PHRI beause a ompliant
behavior of the manipulator leads to safe physial interation as demonstrated
in the work of (Albu-Shaer et al., 2008), (Kosuge and Kazamura, 1997),
(Tsumugiwa et al., 2002). In addition, (Morel et al., 1998), (Morel et al.,
1998), (Siiliano and Villani, 2007) also used this algorithm in ooperation
with vision sensing for ooperation tasks between humans and robots.
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2.4 Summary and Conlusions
This literature review is onduted with the aim of assessing astronaut-robot
physial interation in objet manipulation. The state-of-the-art of PHRI were
overed, and very little was found in the literature of astronaut-robot ooper-
ation for the purpose of manipulating objet. There are, however, many works
related to human-robot physial interation whih are appliable for astronaut-
ooperation. In addition, the ommonly used sensors for fore ontrol and ma-
nipulator fore ontrol algorithms were reviewed. Appendix A ontains the
summary of the algorithms and sensors overed in this literature review.
The use of good sensors is very vital to improve the eieny of the fore algo-
rithms as well as most importantly for the safety of the astronaut to work with
in ooperation with the robot. For instane, the use of vision sensors together
with fore/torque sensors will make the PHRI safer by avoiding unexpeted
human interation and inrease the eieny of the fore ontrol algorithms.
However, vision sensors and fore/torque sensors measure two dierent states
(ontat fore and vision) and insuient work has been done to fuse these
data to yield one state.
In this review six axis fore/torque sensors were found to be more aurate and
reliable senor ompared to the other options available. However, more testing
on these sensors need to be undertaken to use it for spae missions. Likewise,
the impedane, admittane and stiness ontrol algorithms are potential algo-
rithms to ontrol robots for physial interation tasks between astronaut-robot.
Chapter 3
Design of WorkPartner
Manipulator Compliant Control
"If something is worth doing one, it's worth building a tool to do it." by Tom
Van Vlek
WorkPartner is a mobile servie robot, looks like a entaur so it may be alled
entaur, designed and implemented in the department of automation and sys-
tems tehnology, Helsinki University of Tehnology (TKK). It has a human-like
two hand manipulator whih enables it to work with everyday life tasks in an
outdoor environment. Figure 3.1 shows the omplete struture ofWorkPartner.
WorkPartner interats using dierent interfaes suh as speeh, gesture, and
visual interfaes. The appliations of WorkPartner an be extended for spae
missions due to a suitable hybrid loomotion system. The loomotion system
allows motion with legs and/or wheels at the same time depending on the
environment ondition (of TKK, 2005).
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Figure 3.1: Robot onept illustration and the real robot (of TKK, 2005)
3.1 Hardware Desription
WorkPartner has six degrees of freedom, i.e it an reah any positions and
orientation in three dimensional spae, whih results in advaned exibility in
omparison to standard industrial robots. It has a motor position sensor and
a sensor for joint position. Table 3.1 summarizes the hardware speiation
of WorkPartner. Figure 3.2 shows that a single side manipulator joint angle
range onstraint of the WorkPartner robot omprises of ve revolute joints, of
whih two are used for wrist motion (use for inlination and rotation), one is
for elbow and two are used for a shoulder inlination and yaw rotation motion.
The joints are ontrolled by PID ontroller whih has limited aess for mod-
iation and integration with the main ontrol system. Due to these limited
aess of the ontroller and insuient performane to add additional ontrol
algorithms, it is hanged into a new ommerial ontroller alled Elmo driver
(Elmo, 2009). This ontroller is programmed using windows operating system
omputer onneted through a Controller Area Network (CAN) bus or RS-232
ommuniation.
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Specification Description
Max. payload 10kg
Number of axis 5 Revolute Joints
Maximum Reah 1 m
Motors Graphite Brushes, Solenoid
Gears Ratio 957.6:1 to 2272.4:1
Sensors (eah Joint) Potentiometer and Enoder
Brakes Solenoid Motors Controlled by FET
Power Supply 48V/4.15A and 12V for Brakes
Control Position ontrol (PID)
New Control Drive Elmo Drive
Communiation CAN and RS-232
Table 3.1: Hardware speiation of WorkPartner manipulator
Figure 3.2: Ranges of WorkPartner Joint angle (of TKK, 2005)
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3.2 Elmo Controller
Two Elmo Whistle ommerial ontrollers is bought and tested for position
ontrol of WorkPartner manipulator . These ontrollers support both RS-
232 and CAN open ommuniation. In addition, these ommerial ontrollers
have features suh as urrent ontrol, veloity ontrol and position ontrol
modes (Elmo, 2009). Figure 3.3 shows the ontroller arhiteture of the
Elmo ontroller. The ontroller is modied as shown in Figure 3.4 that enables
to use old ontroller onnetors with sensors and motors of the manipulator
joints.
Figure 3.3: Elmo Whistle ontroller system arhiteture (Elmo, 2009)
3.3 WorkPartner Manipulator Forward Kine-
matis
The kinematis analysis of the WorkPartner enables omputing the position
and orientation of the manipulator's end-eetor relative to the base of the
manipulator as a funtion of the joint variables. Denavit-Hartenberg onvention
is used to desribe the kinemati mehanism of WorkPartner using the link
parameters. The parameters of Denavit-Hartenberg are revolute joint θi, link
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Figure 3.4: Elmo ontroller after iruit modiation
length ai, link twist αi, and link oset di. In ase of prismati joint the link
oset di is the joint variable and other three are xed (Craig, 2005). Table
3.2 shows link parameters for the WorkPartner whih is made based on the
link-frame attahment shown in Figure 3.5.
Where the parameters on the table 3.2 are ai−1: the distane from ˆZi−1 to Zˆi
measured along
ˆXi−1
αi−1: the angel from ˆZi−1 to Zˆi measured about ˆXi−1
di: the distane from ˆXi−1 to Xˆi measured along Zˆi
θi: the angel from ˆXi−1 to Xˆi measured about Zˆi
i αi−1 ai−1 di θi
1 0 0 0 θi
2 -90 0 0 θi
3 0 0.3 0 θi
4 0 0.3 0 θi
5 -90 0 0 θi
Table 3.2: Link parameters for the WorkPartner manipulator
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Figure 3.5: Link frame attahment of WorkPartner manipulator
To ompute the kinemati equation the transformation matries method of
Denavit-Hartenberg is used. For eah adjaent joint a transformation matrix
is alulated by using the general form of transformation matries given in
Equation 3.1 (Craig, 2005).
i−1
i T =


cθi −sθi 0 ai−1
sθicαi−1 cθicαi1 −sαi−1 −sαi−1di
sθisαi−1 cθisαi1 cαi−1 cαi−1di
0 0 0 1

 (3.1)
where  is os() and s is sin(). The kinemati equation is omputed from the
values of the link parameters, the individual link-transformation whih an be
omputed using Equation 3.1. Equation 3.2 is used to nd the nal single
transformation that relate frame N to from 0.
0
NT =
0
1
T 1
2
T 2
3
T · · · N−1N T (3.2)
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3.4 WorkPartner Manipulator Inverse Kinemat-
is
The inverse kinematis, whih means the alulation of the joint parameters to
reah a given point in spae with the end eetor (pose), for the WorkPartner
is desribed here. Multiple tehniques exist to do these alulations suh as
geometri, algebrai, damped least squares and dual quaternion methods.
This setion presents two type of methods to solve the inverse kinemati prob-
lem. These are geometri and damped least square methods. The rst method,
geometri method, is implemented on the two joint arm SimPartner simulator
to demonstrate the hosen ontrol algorithm to perform the ooperation task.
The other, damped least square, is an algorithm for robot arms with more than
three degree of freedom.
3.4.1 Geometri Method
In this thesis SimPartner, the WorkPartner simulator, is modied to suit for
testing the ontrol algorithm, suh as fore sensors and position sensors are
added on shoulder, elbow and wrist joints of one arm of the SimPartner (Heiska-
nen et al., 2008) . Figure 3.6 shows the sreen shot of the simulator developed
for WorkPartner. The lient an send ommands suh as request sensor in-
formation and set the joint atuators parameters on the orresponding sensors
and atuators. The server replies the requested information or replies status
message to the orresponding ommand.
The SimPartner arm frame of referene is shown in Figure 3.7. The joints are
referened to a global frame of referene. These frames are transformed from
inertial frame of referene to the shoulder frame using Equations 3.3 and 3.4
by omputing the inverse kinematis.
3
1
T =0
1
T 2
0
T (3.3)
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Figure 3.6: WorkPartner simulator sreen shot used for this thesis before mod-
iation
2
1
T =0
1
T.3
0
T (3.4)
The inverse of the transform is omputed using the full advantage of the stru-
ture of homogeneous transform from Equation 3.4.1. This equation gives de-
sription of A relative to B - that is, BAT . (Craig, 2005)
B
AT =
[
A
BR −BART .PBA
ORG
0 0 0 1
]
.
After the frames are transformed from the inertial referene frame to the shoul-
der referene frame, the frames are shown in Figure 3.7. The end eetor posi-
tion is omputed with referene to the shoulder frame. This allows omputing
the angular position of the shoulder joint, θ1 ,and the angular position of the
elbow joint, θ2, from the end-eetor linear position xe and ye using geometri
method.
x2e + y
2
e = L
2
1
+ L2
2
− 2L1L2cos(π − θ2) (3.5)
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where L1 and L2 are the length of upper arm and lower arm respetively.
−2L1L2 cos(π − θ2) = x2e + y2e − (L12 + L22) (3.6)
−2L1L2 cos(θ2) = x2e + y2e − (L12 + L22) (3.7)
cos(θ2) =
x2e + y
2
e − (L12 + L22)
2L1L2
(3.8)
tan(ψ) =
L2s2
L1 + L2c2
(3.9)
where s2 is sin θ2, c2 is cos θ2,s1 is sin θ1, c1 is cos θ1.
θ1 = arctan(
ye
xe
)− ψ (3.10)
Simplifying Equations 3.8, 3.9 and 3.11 gives θ1 and θ2.
θ1 = arctan(
ye
x2
)− arctan( L2s2
L1 + L2c2
) (3.11)
θ2 = arctan([s2, s1]) (3.12)
where
c2 =
(
xe
2 + ye
2 − L12 − L22
2L1L2
)
(3.13)
and
s2 = ±
√
1− c2 (3.14)
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Figure 3.7: Frame of referene of SimPartner simulator
Figure 3.8: SimPartner arm ongration
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3.4.2 Damped Least Squares Method
Most of the inverse kinematis methods has ineient performane around the
viinity of singularities. Singularity ours - when the manipulator is fully
strethed out or folded bak on itself, as well as when two or more joint axes
are lining up (Craig, 2005). This problem should be avoided beause the high
speed of some parts of the robot while passing these singularities is dangerous
to the human partner while human and robot are in a ooperation task.
Damped Least Squares (DLS) works by nding the value of ∆~θ that minimizes
the quantity ||J∆~θ − ∆ ~X||2 + λ2||∆~θ||2, where λ > 0 is a non-zero damping
onstant whih depends on the details of the multi body and the target posi-
tion.The lambda has to be hosen arefully to make DLS numerially stable
and ∆ ~X is the linear position error. This is alulated in Equation 3.15.
To summarize the DLS method avoids problems around singularities by intro-
duing a damping onstant. The DLS matrix whih is an nxn matrix where n
is the number of degrees of freedom, an be expressed in Equation 3.16. This
damping onstant should be large enough so that the solutions for ∆~θ are well-
behaved near singularities but not so large that the onvergene rate is too slow
(Buss and Kim., 2004).
The DLS matrix an be expressed in equations below.
∆~θ = JT (JJT + λ2I)−1∆ ~X (3.15)
JT (JJT + λ2I)−1 =
r∑
i=1
σi
σ2i + λ
2
viu
T
i (3.16)
where J is the Jaobian matrix, r is the rank of J , the olumns of the matries
are dened as ui of U and vi of V respetively, σi, U and V are taken from the
Single Value Deomposition (SVD) of J, and λ is damping onstant.
A MATLAB simulation of DLS is implemented using WorkPartner diret kine-
mati equation. The steps followed to solve inverse kinemati using DLS are:
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1. Compute the SVD from the Jaobian alulated from the diret kinemat-
is.
2. Compute the dierene between goal position and urrent position of the
robot end eetor whih is ∆ ~X.
3. Compute the hange in angle, ∆~θ, of eah joint using DLS algorithm and
update the value of eah joint aordingly.
4. Iterate through these steps until the required target is reahed.
However, this algorithm needs to read the urrent position of the robot as fast
as possible and position ommand should be sent quikly enough whih makes
the simulator barely stable, if this algorithm is implemented on SimPartner.
This instability ould be due to the lient needing to send a request ommand
for eah sensor data and get a reply from the server. This problem ould be
avoided by implementing the algorithm to server side.
3.5 WorkPartner Manipulator Control System
Design
The realization of ompliant behavior is relevant whenever the robot omes into
ontat with its environment and espeially if there is insuient knowledge
about the environment. TheWorkPartner manipulator uses a PID ontroller to
ontrol the trajetory. However this ontroller has limited aess for upgrading
and further development works suh as for ompliant ontrol.
In this thesis ompliant ontrol strategy is required for a WorkPartner robot
manipulator to be able to interat with human safely. To ahieve this goal
the impedane ontrol algorithm is suggested based on the literature review.
The aim of an impedane ontrol methods are to establish a mass-damper-
spring relationship between the Cartesian position ∆χ and the Cartesian fore
or torque F :
F = M∆χ¨ +Dk∆χ˙+Kk∆χ (3.17)
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where M , Dk and Kk are all positive denite matris representing virtual
inertia, the damping fator and stiness of the system (Albu-Shaer and
Hirzinger, 2002). Figure 3.9 shows the one dimensional model of mass-damper-
spring model.
Figure 3.9: Model of environmental impedanes
In addition to Chapter 2 review, brief introdution of the suggested admittane
ontrol and impedane ontrol algorithm are presented in the following setion.
3.5.1 Impedane Control
Impedane ontrol obtains a dynami relationship between position and fore,
rather than ontrolling either of these variables alone (Hogan, 1987). More
detailed information about the impedane ontrol algorithm an be found from
Chapter2. The impedane ontrol uses diretly the equation 3.17, where the
atual Cartesian position χ is omputed from the joint angular position q using
diret kinematis,K(q)
χ = K(q) (3.18)
Equation 3.19 allows the onversion of the desired joint torques τd to the Carte-
sian fore-torque vetor by using the transposed Jaobian JT (q). Then the
motor τR transforms the motor torque ommands τm from the desired joint
torques as indiated in Equation 3.20.
τd = J
T (q)F (3.19)
τm = τR(τd) (3.20)
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Using the transposed Jaobian JT (q), the Cartesian fore is transformed into
the desired joint torques. Figure 3.10 shows the simplied shemati of impedane
ontrol. This ontrol method requires a joint torque. In addition due to dis-
turbing inuene of frition, diret urrent ommand has limited appliation
as a torque ontrol or impedane ontrol (Albu-Shaer and Hirzinger, 2002).
Figure 3.10: Impedane ontrol blok diagram
3.5.2 Admittane Control
Admittane ontrol is the inverse of impedane ontrol. Figure 3.11 shows the
shemati of admittane ontrol where Fd is desired fore and xref is a referene
position. In the ase of admittane ontrol, the fore is measured at the end-
eetor using six-axis fore/torque sensor. This fore vetor, ∆f(s), is utilized
to generate a desired Cartesian position χd (Albu-Shaer and Hirzinger, 2002).
χd(s) = χ0(s)− ∆f(s)
K +Ds
(3.21)
where χ0(s) is initial position, K is stiness onstant and D is damping on-
stant. This Cartesian position is onverted to the desired joint positions using
the inverse kinematis.
qd = K
−1(xd) (3.22)
Then the joint position ontroller PR generates the motor torques.
τm = PR(qd) (3.23)
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This method is widely used, sine a position ontrol interfae is available on
most roboti manipulator systems (Albu-Shaer and Hirzinger, 2002).
Figure 3.11: Admittane ontrol shemati
3.5.3 Control Approah
In this thesis position-based impedane ontrol and admittane ontrol, is im-
plemented whih enables the use of the ommerial ontroller alled the Elmo
ontroller. Elmo ontroller has position ontrol interfae in addition to other
features. The Elmo position ontroller is similar to the other position on-
troller and has an advantage of being able to ompensate for frition in the
joints (Albu-Shaer and Hirzinger, 2002). In addition this ontrol approah
works both for stati and moving WorkPartner sine the algorithm uses the
environment model not the WorkPartner dynami model.
The test setup of the proposed ontrol system is shown in Figure 3.12. Figure
3.13 shows the ontrol algorithm sheme to be implemented on the WorkPart-
ner.
The position-based impedane ontrol algorithm allows the robot to interat
both in onstrained and unonstrained areas. The ontrol onept whih is
tested on the SimPartner simulator has followed the steps:
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Figure 3.12: Prototype of ontrol system
Figure 3.13: Proposed ontrol algorithm based on admittane ontrol
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• The external fore, F, is measured using fore sensor (diretly measured
by means of the sensor mounted at the manipulator endpoint and re-
ported to the ontrol unit)
• The impedane (admittane) ontrol algorithm determines the next end-
eetor linear positions as shown in Equation 3.24 from the measured
fore vetor, based on the mode of operation. The mode of operation
determines possible range of values of stiness onstant. For example
follow movement expets low value of stiness gain so that the robot will
follow the diretion of fore applied on it.
χdes(s) = χ(s) + χd(s)− ∆f(s)
K
(3.24)
where χ(s) is relative position of end-eetor, χi(s) is absolute position
from the ontrol algorithm and K is stiness onstant.
• Using the inverse kinematis, linear position from the previous step, the
desired position and the position output from the admittane ontrol,
the algorithm transforms into the angular positions of eah joint as in
Equation 3.25.
qd = K
−1(χdes) (3.25)
• Position ontroller uses the angular positions for eah joint from the pre-
vious step to generate a orresponding torque ommand for eah of the
robot joints.
Chapter 4
Compliane Control Algorithm
Implementation
"Everything should be made as simple as possible, but not simpler." Albert
Einstein
This hapter examines some possible ases of astronaut-robot ooperation to
perform manipulation tasks. In addition, the hapter desribes the imple-
mentation of the hosen algorithm for safe interation. Modied version of
SimPartner, WorkPartner simulator, is used to test the ontrol algorithm.
4.1 WorkPartner Simulator Modiation
SimPartner is an objet-oriented dynami robot simulator whih has been de-
veloped based on Open Soure projets suh as Open Dynami Engines. This
simulator is modied to suit the requirements for this thesis demonstration
and to inrease the performane. The existing simulator supports adding the
required new omponents suh as fore sensors, atuators, position sensors.
However the performane is aeted by eah additional omponent. To meet
those requirements, SimPartner is modied and the required omponents are
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added mainly for the left arm of WorkPartner suh as:
• fore sensors on the shoulder, elbow and wrist joints.
• position sensors on the shoulder, elbow and wrist joints.
• the robot model is simplied to inrease the proessing speed.
• an objet is added to the environment that interats with the robot model
and is able to apply fore.
• a position atuator is added for the objet added to the environment.
• the inertial referene frame is transformed to the shoulder frame.
Figure 4.1 shows simplied SimPartner interating with an objet that has
position atuator.
Figure 4.1: SimPartner interating with objet
4.1.1 Software Design
Brief desription is presented here for the main lasses modied from SimPart-
ner simulator and the new lasses.
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Admittane lass
This lass implements the admittane ontrol algorithm whih takes fore in-
puts and then generate the orresponding linear position.
InverseKinematis lass
This lass implements the geometri methods of inverse kinematis of SimPart-
ner manipulator.
ClientInterfae
This is the main lass that implements the lient interfae to reeive and send
sensor information, ommand data as well as status message from eah ompo-
nent of the simulator. In addition this main lass implements follow movement,
hold position as well as adapt movement demo ases. Asynhronous ommu-
niation is used to ommuniate between the lient interfae and the server
interfae.
SimPartner
This is the main lass of server side of the simulator only few modiation made
to inlude the fore sensors and position sensors.
ForeSensor lass
This sensor is implemented based on Open Dynamis Engine (ODE) model to
measure the joint fore/torque whih returns the fore in eah axis. The sensor
return the fore/torque only at request.
4.2 Physial Manipulator Interation Demos
In order to tests the developed ontrol algorithm performane, four dierent
PHRI modes were seleted for examination. Eah of the modes,shown in 4.3
are presented with there respetive results.
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Figure 4.2: Simplied lass diagram of simpartner
Figure 4.3: Mode of operation of the new ontrol algorithm
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4.2.1 Follow Movements
The follow movement demonstration ase desribes the possibilities of the as-
tronaut to lead the robot arm to a target loation using little fore/torque.
This demonstration is implemented on SimPartner using admittane ontrol
without a damping onstant whih is the stiness ontrol algorithm beause
the speed of the end-eetor is unavailable. The appliation is developed in
suh away that the user is able to hoose this mode of operation by keyboard.
However, in a pratial ase this ould be done using dierent interfaes suh
as speeh. In a follow movement ase, the user an hoose the stiness onstant
values KX and Ky approximately in the range shown in Figure 4.3. These lin-
ear position values will be onverted to orresponding joint angles using inverse
kinematis. Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show the position hange error using dierent
stiness values whih then generate joint ommands to follow the applied fore.
The results from the graphs are not ideal due to variation of interation fores
on both x-axis and y-axis. This reates deviation in position error from the
ideal ase.
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Figure 4.4: X-position hange, from initial position to nal position due to
external fore, vs stiness Kx
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Figure 4.5: Y-position hange, from initial position to nal position due to
external fore, vs stiness Ky
4.2.2 Hold Position
The hold position demonstration ase also desribes one mode of operation
that enables the human to keep the manipulator in the desired position. This
is demonstrated by ontrolling the position of the manipulator while keeping
manipulator sti when there is external fore applied at the end-eetor. On the
WorkPartner, manipulator end-eetor an be held in position by keeping the
Elmo ontroller in position ontroller mode and sending the required positions
for eah joint.
The algorithm for this demonstration ase is implemented on SimPartner sim-
ulator. Similarly, the user is allowed to hoose the mode of operation and then
give stiness values in the approximated range as shown in Figure 4.3 whih
are large values of KX and Ky. These high values of stiness are onverted to
very small values of linear position whih will hardly hange the urrent posi-
tion. The higher the value of the stiness, the more aurately the end-eetor
holds the previous position. Figure 4.6 shows the position error using dierent
values of stiness Kx and Ky whih have a small error when the stiness value
is higher.
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Figure 4.6: X and Y -Position hange, from initial position to nal position
due to external fore, with high values of stiness Kx, Ky
4.2.3 Adapt Movements
The adapt movement demonstration ase illustrates the possibilities of the hu-
man to be able to lead the robot arm to a target loation in one diretion and
keep the others onstant using little fore/torque. This demonstration is also
implemented on SimPartner using admittane ontrol without damping on-
stant whih is the stiness ontrol algorithm. Like the follow movement ase,
this demonstration is developed in suh away that the user allows to hoose
adapt movement mode of operation from keyboard. After that the user an
hoose appropriate stiness onstant. For example if the user wishes to adapt
the movement in the x-diretion by keeping y-diretion onstant, the applia-
tion expets a high value for Ky and a small value in Kx . Figure 4.3 suggests
the approximate range of values for the adapt movement ase. After the sti-
ness onstant the algorithm generates other values suh as linear position and
angular joint position and sends the ommand signal to the atuators. Figures
4.7 and 4.8 show the simulation result with dierent values of stiness whih
shows the error dereased as the values inrease. In this way, the movement
an be kept minimized in one diretion with respet to the other diretion.
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Figure 4.7: Adapt movement in X-diretion
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Figure 4.8: Adapt movement Y-diretion
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4.2.4 Push with Fore
Push with fore means that the robot is asked to push the objet with ertain
fore. This mode of operation is implemented after the manipulator is kept near
to the objet to be pushed. The interating user sends the end-eetor next
position in the diretion of the objet to be pushed. The motion of the end-
eetor to the destination point should be short enough that allows straight line
trajetory. Then the manipulator push the objet until the end-eetor fore
sensor senses the required fore. The push with fore mode was implemented
on the simulator, but due to time onstraints, the tests were not nally done.
Basially the push with fore mode is inverse ase of the hold position mode,
i.e. ertain position errors generates a fore, based on the hosen K, in push
with fore mode, while ertain fore generates a position error in hold position.
For this reason the algorithm should work also for the push with fore mode
as it operates using basially same lines of ode.
4.2.5 Disussion
The ontrol algorithm implemented on the SimPartner losses it stability in the
onditions suh as at singularity and when there is applied exessive fore by
external objet. One ause of this instability, singularity, is when the omputed
linear position exeeds the range of workspae of the manipulator. The appli-
ation handles this exeption by keeping the previous position and neglet the
new ommand generated from the applied fore.
The other ause of instability is when the exess fore moves the whole robot
instead of the manipulator. In real robot this ould also damage the manipu-
lator when the applied fore in eah joint exeed the atuator maximum fore
limits due to interation from external exess fore at the end eetor.
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4.3 WorkPartner Implementation
As indiated in the previous setions, stiness ontrol algorithm is implemented
on the simulator and results plotted for eah demonstration ase. To imple-
ment the hosen algorithm on the WorkPartner, it requires to have ve joint
ontrollers and fore/torque sensor at the end-eetor. However the available
resoures are the two joint position ontrollers whih are mounted at the shoul-
der and elbow of an arm of theWorkPartner. These ontrollers are tested using
visual C++ programming through CAN and RS-232 ommuniation protool.
Based on literature review six-axis fore/torque sensors is suggested. Neverthe-
less this sensor is expensive whih is beyond the thesis budget. In spite of that
the end-eetor fore is approximated using the ontroller ative urrent. This
urrent value is analyzed to relate the end-eetor fore and hange in urrent
due to impat or load at the end-eetor. The detail analysis and result is
presented in the next hapter.
Figure 4.9: Elmo ontrollers and CAN devie onguration
Figure 4.9 shows the Elmo ontrollers and Kvaser CAN driver piture before
mounted. Using this driver and CAN driver the hardware implementation has
done on the Elbow to demonstrate the follow movement and hold position
mode of operation . The urrent versus fore relation is done for one joint
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Figure 4.10: Elmo ontroller and WorkPartner joint interfae
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whih restrits to illustrate adapt movement mode. Figure 4.10 shows the
onnetion on the manipulator joint between the Elmo ontrol drive, motors,
sensors, brake iruit as well as WorkPartner manipulator joint gear.
Figure 4.11 shows eet of the stiness hange with respet to the position
error when 3.11kg objet is put at the end-eetor of the manipulator. When
the value of the stiness is inreased, the stiness of the manipulator inreases
whih hanges the state from follow movement to hold position. When the
stiness is hanged from 100 to 40000, the manipulator is hanged from follow
movement to approximately to hold position mode. This result demonstrates
the two modes of operation.
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Figure 4.11: Stiness versus position error
4.4 WorkPartner Tests and Results
An experiment is done to investigate the possibilities of measuring fore using
the ative urrent from the Elmo ontroller. This ontroller is tested on the
experiment setup shown in Figure 4.12.
4.4.1 Testing Conguration
Elmo ontroller is desribed in Appendix B information about iruit onne-
tion. Figure 4.13 shows the ontroller mounted on the shoulder of the Work-
Partnre manipulator. This ontroller has feedbak inputs from potentiometer
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Figure 4.12: Elmo ontroller experimental setup
and enoder. Both ommuniation modes, RS-232 and CAN open, are tested
and data olleted using omposer software developed by Elmo (Elmo, 2009).
The ative urrent versus mass is measured in two kinds of position ongu-
ration. Figure 4.14 is plotted from the data olleted in ve an idential on-
guration experiments by taking the average of the data for eah load. This
gure shows the diret relation between the ative urrent and the load on the
end eetor. When the load at the end-eetor is less than 1.03kg the ative
urrent variation is noisy to approximate the end-eetor fore. For example
at the load of 0.43kg the average ative urrent is 0.4325A. However when the
load is hanged to 0.65kg, the average ative urrent is 0.404A. This variation
is shown in Figure 4.14. When the load is greater than 1.3kg, the variation of
ative urrent is linear with respet to hange in load at the end-eetor. If
the load is above 1.3kg and dierene between two onseutive loads is 0.5kg
the load at the end-eetor an be estimated using linear approximation, if the
position of the manipulator is kept onstant.
Figure 4.15 shows the urrent variation with time when the position varies
400000 tiks of the enoder below the horizontal position and -400000 tiks of
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Figure 4.13: Elmo ontroller mounted at the shoulder of WorkPartner
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Figure 4.14: Average ative urrent[A℄ of Elmo ontroller vs. mass[kg℄
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the enoder above the horizontal position whih is approximately 30 degree to
-30 degree above and below the horizontal position of the manipulator. The
graph is drawn using the data of ve similar experiments based on an idential
onguration.
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Figure 4.15: Current[A℄ vs. time[ms℄ graph when position is hanged from
400000 to -400000 tiks at rotational speed of motor 571rpm
4.4.2 Disussion
The results from the experiments show that ative urrent from the Elmo on-
troller has a diret relation to the load on the manipulator as shown in the
Figures 4.14 and 4.16. In addition the fore has diret relation with the po-
sition hange as shown in Figures 4.15, 4.18 and 4.19. This data an be used
to indiate the diretion of manipulator motion and approximate the load at
the end-eetor, if the applied fore at the end-eetor of the manipulator is
greater than 13N with dierene of 5N. This is shown in the experiment done
at the horizontal position and 30 degree position from the horizontal. To use
Elmo ontroller for fore estimation, mass versus ative urrent model should
be done for eah possible position of the manipulator. This might be insuient
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Figure 4.16: The hange of urrent with time when the load is hanged from
1.02 to 0 kg keeping the manipulator at horizontal position.
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Figure 4.17: The hange of urrent with time when the load is hanged from 0
to 2.54 kg keeping the manipulator at horizontal position
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Figure 4.18: Current[A℄ v time graph using an experiment data when position
is hanged from 400000 to -400000 tiks at motor rotation speed of 571rpm
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Figure 4.19: An experiment data when the manipulator is without load at
horizontal position
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for astronaut-robot manipulation assistane sine it needs very aurate mea-
surement of the fore for safe and eient interation. However the ontroller
ative urrent output ould be used to approximate fore more eetively in
appliations that require less safety. If lter is added to the ontroller ative
urrent output to derease the noise level, the approximation of fore might be
improved. For example Figure 4.19 shows the noise level of the ative urrent
at horizontal level with out load.
Chapter 5
Summary and Conlusions
In this thesis manipulator ontrol for PHRI was developed as part of SpaePart-
ner projet sponsored by European Spae Ageny (ESA) and TKK. It ad-
dresses problems to enable WorkPartner to have safe physial interation with
humans and upgrade the motor ontroller to support ompliane ontrol. Con-
trol algorithm was developed using MATLAB and SimPartner robot simulator.
Further more it was tested with the real WorkPartner manipulator.
The thesis rst reviewed the most ommonly used ontrol algorithms and
fore/torque sensors for the appliation of PHRI. Based on the literature
review and WorkPartner present ondition, ontrol algorithm was hosen as
well as required sensor for the manipulator was suggested to implement the
ontrol algorithm. Admittane ontrol was hosen beause it allows to use
the ommerial ontroller with minimum hanges in the existing manipulator
struture. In addition this ontrol algorithm removes frition eets at the
joints using the position ontroller. This ontrol algorithm also works for both
stati and moving WorkPartner. The ontrol algorithm was implemented on
the WorkPartner only with stiness onstant sine damping on the manipu-
lator was insigniant. The suggested sensor was six-axis fore/torque sensor
due to auray, reliability and repeatability of the sensor ompared to others
reviewed. However the implementation was done using estimated fore from
the joint urrent due to budget onstraint.
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The WorkPartner simulator was modied to suit the implementation of the
designed ontrol algorithm. This modiation inludes adding fore sensors,
and objet that interat with SimPartner whih is analogue with human in-
teration input. The admittane ontrol algorithm was implemented on this
simulator. In addition the four hosen demonstration ases were implemented,
where the modes orresponded to ertain ranges of stiness values. The results
showed stable and safe behavior for the hosen ontrol algorithm for physial
interation purpose, and the possible modes of operations of the manipulator
that an be done using this ontrol algorithm.
The two ommerial ontrol drivers were mounted at WorkPartner joints,
tested and analyzed on WorkPartner manipulator joints. The ative urrent,
i.e. the ontrolled motor urrent, from the ontroller were used to estimate
end-eetor fores used as a input for the ontrol algorithm on the WorkPart-
ner.
This work demonstrated the use of admittane ontrol for follow movement,
hold position, adapt movement, and push with fore behavior. The ontrol
algorithm provides intuitive way to hange between the ontrol behaviors. For
example WorkPartner robot an follow in the diretion of the interating fore
unlike the industrial robots that follows programmed trajetory even in ase of
disturbane. This behavior was implemented on WorkPartner using a hange
in ative urrent of the ontroller, whih is interation fore to determine fore
at the end-eetor and by hanging the stiness.
The test results on the simulator and on the realWorkPartner showed expeted
behavior of the hosen modes of operations, whih indiated ompliane behav-
ior from the implemented ontrol algorithm. The WorkPartner simulator had
enough performane to develop the algorithm. In ontrast the real WorkPart-
ner had only few of the required devie to develop the algorithm. However the
available resoure was utilized to test algorithm. The Elmo motor ontroller
was used suessfully on a Windows operating system using RS232 and CAN
ommuniation interfaes. However, this devie had poor auray to estimate
fore from the ative urrent.
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The thesis showed that eld servie robot like WorkPartner or industrial robot
an inlude ompliane ontrol in addition to planned trajetory following. This
makes the robots multipurpose by enabling them to perform tasks in onstraint
and unonstraint environments. Adding suh ompliane ontrol is a way to
improve the safety when the robots work in unknown environments together
with human.
5.1 Future Work
The vision of the Astronaut(human) and robot physial interation is to have
safe manipulation task for natural and seamless exeution. Among the potential
future works that an be ontinued on this thesis are test Elmo ontroller using
Linux operating system. In addition, develop human presene and ativity
reognition algorithm in order to understand human ation better as well as
implement easier interfae suh as speeh to hange mode of operation of the
implemented algorithm.
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Appendix A
Algorithms and Sensors Summary
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Algorithm Stiness Control Impedane Control
Working Priniple Based on linear spring relationship Analogous to Ohm's law
Suitability for PHRI Good safety and suitable Safe and suitable
Control variables position error,ontat fore Position and veloity error,ontat fore
Control Input Position,fore Position,Veloity,fore
Possible Sensors Enoder,F/T sensor Enoder,F/T sensor
Table A.1: Summary of Stiness ontrol and Impedane Control
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Algorithm Computed-Torque Control Hybrid Position/fore ontrol
Working Priniple Model based ontrol Deouple position , fore ontrol
Suitability for PHRI Poor safety sine no fore feedbak Good safety but omplex
Control variables Position, Veloity , Aeleration error Position and fore error
Control Input Desired position, Veloity and Aeleration Position and fore
Possible Sensors Potentiometer, Enoder Enoder,F/T sensor
Table A.2: Summary of Computed-Torque Control and Hybrid Position/fore ontrol
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Sensors Auray Repeatability Torque Measuremnt Fore Measurent
Six Axis Fore/Torque Exelent Exelent Tx,Ty,Tz Fx,Fy,Fz
Joint Torque Very good Good Joint Torque Determine F using Jao-
bian equation 2.8
Link strain guage Bad good Torque Determine fore using
least square estimate
Motor Current Good Very good Torque Determine F using Jao-
bian equation 2.8
Table A.3: Summary of Sensors
Appendix B
Workpartner Experimental
Manipulator Motor Controller
Overview
Elmo ontroller module, WHI-5/60, has extensive feedbak and ontrol op-
tions. The module is shown in the Figure B.1 below, integrated diretly to a
ustom made PCB here in Automation Department. The whole unit is gen-
erally smaller than the original ontroller of the WorkPartnre. However, it is
slightly ( 2mm) wider than the original.
The WHI-5/60 ontroller operates from a 12 60VDC supply, and it an drive 5A
Figure B.1: Modied Elmo ontroller using ustom made PCB
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ontinuous urrent (hene, "5/60"). The power onnetors an easily handle
this amount of urrent
Connetor pin outs
Five FASTON 4.8mm/0.8mm onnetors are used as power and motor onne-
tors. Figure B.2 shows the plaement of the onnetors. As a dierene to
the original ontroller unit, there is now also a protetive earth (PE) onne-
tor, positioned in the middle. Also, ontroller's motor phase M1 is not used.
Instead, phase M3 has been labeled as "M1".
There are four Molex KK 2.54mm onnetors on the other end of the board.
These are pin ompatible with the ones used on the original WorkPartner
ontroller unit. There are some new features however:
• There are inputs for enoder A- and B- signals on previously unused pins
of the feedbak onnetor.
• Internally generated +5V is now used as potentiometer supply voltage
instead of the external +12V from brake onnetor.
• There is a 3-pin serial port (RS232) onnetor for programming the on-
troller.
Figure B.3 shows the positioning of Molex KK 2.54mm onnetors.
The pin orders start on the left side of the gure and end on the right side.
Pin orders are as follows:
Figure B.2: Positioning of the power and motor onnetors
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Figure B.3: Positioning of the Molex KK onnetors
RS232
1. GND
2. Module TX
3. Module RX
BRAKE
1. BRK1 (diretly onneted to +12V)
2. BRK2
3. +12V in
4. GND
CAN
1. CANL
2. CANH
3. open
4. open
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5. SHIELD
FEEDBACK
1. ENC A+
2. ENC VCC
3. ENC B+
4. open
5. ENC GND
6. POT GND
7. POT OUT
8. ENC A
9. ENC B
10. POT VCC
Appendix C
Denvait-Hartenberg Convention
Any robot an be desribed kinematially by giving the values of four quantities
for eah link.
Figure C.1: Denavit-Hartenberg frame assignment (Craig, 2005)
1. Identify the joint axes and imagine innite lines along them. For steps 2
through 5 below, onsider two of these neighboring lines (at axes i and
i+1).
2. Identify the ommon perpendiular between them, or point of intersetion
id exist. At the point of intersetion or the point where the ommon
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perpendiular meets the ith axis, assign the frame origin.
3. Assign axis Zˆi pointing along the i
th
joint axis.
4. Assign axis Xˆi pointing along the ommon perpendiular, or if the axes
interset, assign Xˆi to be normal to the plane ontaining the two axes.
5. Assign Yˆi to omplete a right-hand oordinate system.
6. Assign frame 0 to math frame 1 when the rst joint variables is zero.
For n, hoose an origin loation and Xˆn diretion freely, but generally in
suh way that as many linkage parameters as possible beome zero.
